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Description 2022 Keystone RV Hideout 272BH, Keystone Hideout travel trailer 272BH
highlights: Double-Size Bunks Dual Entry Sleeps Nine Private Bedroom
Entertainment Center Get away with ease in this Hideout travel trailer! You will
have your own private place to sleep in each night with the private bedroom up
front. This bedroom has a queen-size bed, closets and nightstands on either side
of the bed, overhead cabinets, and a laundry chute. Just outside the bedroom is
where the entertainment center is located. The entertainment center has been
prepped for a fireplace, and you can add an optional 40" HDTV too. The large
slide holds the booth dinette and jackknife sofa, and the central vacuum will help
you clean up any messes that are made throughout the trip. The Keystone
Hideout travel trailer, fifth wheel, and destination trailer will be just what the
doctor ordered for a stress-free holiday at your favorite campsite! There are a few
exclusive features that you'll only find on a Keystone product, like the color-coded
unified wiring, the preparations for 4G LTE and Wi-Fi, the Tuf-Lok thermoplastic
duct joiners, the in-floor heating ducts, and the Tru-fit slide construction. Each
model has a power awning for some shade in the afternoon, and the tinted safety
glass windows will prevent the harmful UV rays from getting inside. You'll also
have blackout night shades that you can close when you want privacy, and the
SolarFlex 200 is a solar power system that will refill your battery to operate
onboard 12V systems with just one day of peak sun exposure.

Basic information Year: 2022
Stock Number: LM5448
VIN Number: 4YDTH1M26N7243959
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 30
Sleeps: 9
Slideouts: 1

Item address , Lamoni, Iowa, United States
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